Success Story

Accurate Data Enables Cost-Saving Insights
As the UK telecom environment has grown more competitive, it has
become critical to gain visibility into timely and accurate customer and
product data. KCOM’s Business Intelligence team realized that
time being spent on report construction and reconciliation would be
better spent on analysis. KCOM leveraged Scorecard Systems’
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KCOM made the decision to deploy the SAA to finally

house, users have a self-service environment to access the

create a fully reconcilable reporting system in tandem

customer activity results. The solution was implemented

with a project to build a new data warehouse. The existing

to fit with KCOM’s architectural standards, using industry-

data warehouse was outdated, and users were turning to

standard database and reporting tools, allowing either

direct extracts from the billing system to build their

internal or Scorecard resources to deploy additional
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functionality.

The BI team felt that it was the perfect time to fix the

Analysts in each department now have the ability to

multiple-version reporting issue and add the additional

access consistent, fully-traceable data that provides a

reporting capabilities that the SAA provides. “We had

complete picture of customer and service activity,

wanted to track product migrations, but had not been able

including very detailed insight into value-added services

to do so effectively,” says Wrigley. A business case was

and bundles. The system retains historical data to allow

built and approved that demonstrated the benefits of a
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broader set of easily-accessible, accurate information.
The SAA has provided the analysts with a much deeper
level of detail than could previously be obtained. As a

“We’re now managing our cost base
much better and driving huge savings
into the business.”
BEN WRIGLEY, MANAGER OF BI

result of this detail, numerous discrepancies were found in
the way customer tariffs were being provisioned.
Tariffs are now increasingly being evaluated for cost
effectiveness and customer impact. Duplicate or
unprofitable tariffs are being phased out or consolidated.
“What used to take us weeks to analyze, now takes

The business rules workshop conducted by Scorecard

minutes,” says Wrigley.

provided immediate value to KCOM in exposing the
organization to industry-standard metrics and business

The improved visibility has helped KCOM better manage

rules. KCOM’s business users quickly agreed on a new set

its cost base and has driven major process changes, with

of reporting standards.

estimated annual savings well exceeding the cost of the
SAA implementation.

“Scorecard gave us visibility into the business rules
used by our peers, but allowed us to customize as

KCOM hopes to expand its data warehouse by adding

necessary for our local market,” says Wrigley. After

revenue, usage, and commission calculation functionality,

approval of the business rules by senior management, the

and anticipates leveraging Scorecard Systems’ tools and

BI team constructed data extracts to feed the SAA.

resources again. “Scorecard lived up to my expectations—
and I have high expectations!” says Wrigley.

Scorecard then worked with KCOM to map and relate
5,000 billing system codes for upgrade/downgrade
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analysis. Other data dimensions and hierarchies were also
defined. Wrigley’s team’s solid understanding of this area
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